Want to learn the
Secrets that help
Olympic Athletes win

Gold Medals…
Actors win
Academy Awards…

Students
Score unbelievably
High marks?

Mind Power For Students

Of Course You Do!
In that case, read carefully… “You’ve got to win in your mind before you win in your life.”
So, if YOUR MIND is what stops you from moving forward, it is time to get your mind
out of your way.

Exploring Your Mind
Your Mind - is immensely powerful. But what you call 'mind' is only the conscious part of it a tip of the iceberg. What lies underneath is an EXTREMELY POTENT SUB-CONSCIOUS
that in all probability lies unutilized. While most of us use just 10% of our mind powers,
many greats owe their successes to the power of the sub conscious. So, if you know how
to engage this storehouse of power, mind it, you need not know anything else.

Mind Power For Student - A World without limits
'Mind power for Students’ a course based on the power of thoughts and
subconscious mind, has changed the life of many. Mind Coach, Shumi Shetty has
helped people from all walks of life gain control over their mind and produce
remarkable results.

'Mind power for Students’ has been custom-designed for you students so that
you learn how to direct your subconscious mind and create a positive and
rewarding life. With Mind Power, you get trained to use affirmations,
visualization, and a host of other techniques that can be applied in your
everyday life.

A Word to Parents
You have achieved a lot in life. But ask yourselves, could you have achieved more?
When we are trained to use very limited part of our human capacity, possibilities seem
limited. Through Mind Power, your child can overcome mental barriers and achieve all
that he/she wishes to.

The Confiance Group.Globl Traninig
Classroom-Bassed,On Side Aris Coursas

Is MIND POWER for STUDENTS for me?
If you score well in regular tests but disappoint in the crucial ones…
If you have trouble staying focused…
If you get demotivated easily…
If you have anxiety issues…

… Mind Power is just for you.

Mind Power helps you learn how mind works and how thoughts
affect life. An effective system employing various scientific
techniques, the Benefits of Mind Power are manifold:
Increased Confidence, Creativity and Memory
Better Concentration, Health & Behavior
Stress Management & handling situations effectively
Better Marks in Exams
Clarity about Goals
Attitude of Gratitude
Overcoming fears & self-limiting beliefs
Winning Postures & Mental Alarm
Getting answers from the subconscious

Program Options
Each of these courses can be delivered in keynote, half-day and full-day format.

About Shumi
Shumi Shetty is a much-sought-after speaker, successful entrepreneur, author, life coach
and mentor. A certified Mind Power trainer, Shumi conducts experiential seminars so
powerful that they totally transform one’s attitude to a highly positive one.
Shumi holds an MBA in Human Resources and is the Charter President of ‘Mulund
Toastmasters’. Her mission in life is to help people transform their lives by harnessing
the Power of Sub-conscious.
Shumi Shetty conducts regular seminars for Corporates, Associations, Educational
Institutes, and has effectively coached people from Insurance, NBFC, Realty, Durables
etc. She is also highly experienced in conducting workshops on Personal Excellence,
Creativity & Innovation, Law of Attraction, among others.
Shumi’s seminars are regarded as amazingly transforming and empowering.

Testimonials
Your Session on MEMORY will help our students to remember their subjects better
during the exams. Our teachers were truly inspired by your workshop.
- Grace Noronha, Principal, VPM’s English Primary School
We loved the way in which you interacted with our students, getting down to their
level and made the session both lively & interesting. Your guidance came at the right
time as our students are at the stage of deciding their career goals.
- Mrs A. P. Kulkarni, Asstt. Principal, Mulund College Of Commerce
Your workshop provided us with Education & Entertainment=Edutainment. I give you
an A++. I highly recommend this seminar for parents, teachers as well as students.
- Shalini Shetty, Teacher, Arya Vidya Mandir
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